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ListParts is a simple yet powerful application that is designed to discover hidden
partitions on your computer. This unique utility scans your HDD searching for hidden
partitions, the number of which may vary from 1 to a handful! It will also help you to
fix any problems that may have been caused by such hidden partitions, and to free up
any space occupied by them. You will be guided through the entire process step by step
and will receive detailed information about each process that takes place. What is new
in official ListParts release version? What is new in version 2.0.4? • Number of
available hidden partitions could increase. • Ability to connect to a remote computer
and to send commands for that PC. • Ability to store all information for further
processing. • Support for self-extracting archives. • Ability to search for and locate
hidden partitions not only on primary IDE hard disk drives, but also on RAID 0, RAID
1, SCSI, etc. • Ability to remove hard disk partitions. ListParts Main Features: • Ability
to search for and locate hidden partitions on all available hard disk drives. • Ability to
search for, remove, and relocate partitions. • Ability to run a clean re-installation of
your system. • Analyze partition structures for existing, hidden partitions on your PC. •
Ability to fix any issues that may arise with hidden partitions. • Ability to write a list of
partitions that can be processed with the help of ‘Fix’ menu option. • Ability to view all
information and statistics on partitions that were discovered. • Ability to view BCD and
BOK information on each found partition. • Ability to connect to a remote computer
and to send commands for that PC. • Ability to send the list of detected partitions in its
raw format and to save the raw file for further processing. • Ability to save all detected
partitions in a text file for later usage. • Ability to run a clean re-installation of your
system. • Ability to fix any issues that may arise with hidden partitions and to remove
their files on the system. • Ability to run a clean re-installation of your system. • Ability
to fix any issues that may arise with hidden partitions on the system. • Ability to remove
hidden partitions. • Ability to analyze the structure of found partitions. • Ability to view
all information and statistics on partitions that were detected. • Ability to save
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ListParts is a very simple yet effective piece of software that was created to provide you
with the means of inventorizing your hard disk partitions, enabling you to find out if
there are any hidden drives, possibly created by rootkit infections. Clear-cut and
straightforward usage While the application comes with a fairly basic and minimalistic
appearance, its strength lies not in its GUI, but in its functionality. The interface of
ListParts consists of a compact, non-adjustable window which only comprises two
buttons, specifically ‘Scan’ and ‘Fix’, also featuring the option to ‘List BCD’. Find
hidden partitions and fix any found problems with a button press This program is
mainly aimed at people who wish to determine if there are any hidden partitions on
their hard drive, particularly those created by a rootkit infection, without your
knowledge. Whilst its initial usage is fairly undemanding, interpreting the data it returns
may require additional expertise. For starters, you can choose whether to ‘List BCD’,
(Boot Configuration Data), then click on the ‘Scan’ button and allow ListParts to fully
analyse your system. The duration of this task can vary, but once complete, a TXT
report is generated, enabling you to learn various information about your PC’s memory
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and partitions. Evidently, the results depend greatly from one PC to another, and should
be interpreted by an expert, who can determine whether there are any problems, then
create a ’Fix.txt’ file for you to run with the help of ListParts, in order to remove the
issue. A helpful hidden partition finder To sum it up, ListParts is a useful utility that
can assist you in learning if your system has been infected by malware which created
hidden partitions on your computer, allowing you to resolve the problem with
professional help. Leave a Reply ListParts - list partitions ListParts is a very simple yet
effective piece of software that was created to provide you with the means of
inventorizing your hard disk partitions, enabling you to find out if there are any hidden
drives, possibly created by rootkit infections. Clear-cut and straightforward usage While
the application comes with a fairly basic and minimalistic appearance, its strength lies
not in its GUI, but in its functionality. The interface of ListParts consists of a compact,
non-adjustable window which only 09e8f5149f
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ListParts is a very simple yet effective piece of software that was created to provide you
with the means of inventorizing your hard disk partitions, enabling you to find out if
there are any hidden drives, possibly created by rootkit infections. Clear-cut and
straightforward usage While the application comes with a fairly basic and minimalistic
appearance, its strength lies not in its GUI, but in its functionality. The interface of
ListParts consists of a compact, non-adjustable window which only comprises two
buttons, specifically ‘Scan’ and ‘Fix’, also featuring the option to ‘List BCD’. Find
hidden partitions and fix any found problems with a button press This program is
mainly aimed at people who wish to determine if there are any hidden partitions on
their hard drive, particularly those created by a rootkit infection, without your
knowledge. Whereas its initial usage is fairly undemanding, interpreting the data it
returns may require additional expertise. For starters, you can choose whether to ‘List
BCD’, (Boot Configuration Data), then click on the ‘Scan’ button and allow ListParts to
fully analyze your system. The duration of this task can vary, but once complete, a TXT
report is generated, enabling you to learn various information about your PC’s memory
and partitions. Evidently, the results depend greatly from one PC to another, and should
be interpreted by an expert, who can determine whether there are any problems, then
create a ’Fix.txt’ file for you to run with the help of ListParts, in order to remove the
issue. A helpful hidden partition finder To sum it up, ListParts is a useful utility that
can assist you in learning if your system has been infected by malware which created
hidden partitions on your computer, allowing you to resolve the problem with
professional help. ListParts is a very simple yet effective piece of software that was
created to provide you with the means of inventorizing your hard disk partitions,
enabling you to find out if there are any hidden drives, possibly created by rootkit
infections. Clear-cut and straightforward usage While the application comes with a
fairly basic and minimalistic appearance, its strength lies not in its GUI, but in its
functionality. The interface of ListParts consists of a compact, non-adjustable window
which only comprises two buttons, specifically ‘Scan’ and ‘Fix’, also featuring the option
to ‘List

What's New in the ListParts?

ListParts, yet another application that has been developed with simplicity in mind, is
designed to provide you with the means of discovering all hidden partitions on your PC.
The application is very easy to use, as it only consists of two buttons, allowing you to
‘List BCD’, or to ‘Scan’ your PC. Once you click ‘Scan’ the tool will analyze your
system’s PC and display all partitions found on your computer’s drive, noting the total
number of hidden partitions and their size. Regardless of the results displayed on the
report, you can simply run the program once and delete any found hidden partitions and
repair any existing issues. Monitor on the move with live updates! Monitor on the move
with live updates! With the use of your smartphone or tablet, you can now constantly
monitor your child’s school bus, monitor your partner when you are both away at work
and keep an eye on all your family members and even your pet’s movements. As the
expert home surveillance camera support team, we understand how vital it is to be able
to see your loved ones and pets always. Whether you are at work or you are just on the
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move, with the simple press of a button you can see and monitor all your devices and
computers. Live monitor for each room The RTSP live streaming technology allows
you to monitor all the screens connected to your router. Therefore you will see all the
screens of your computer, even all rooms if they are connected to your home network,
and you will be able to see the activity of each room. Live monitor for each family
member Live monitor for each family member. Seeing your child running in the streets
or playing in your home is not something that you could forget for one moment. With
RTSP, you can now keep an eye on your child’s school bus, monitor your partner when
you are both away at work and keep an eye on all your family members and even your
pet’s movements. The ability to monitor your family and pets is what makes Real Time
Streaming Protocol’s live monitoring technology completely unique. Monitor on the
move with live updates! Monitor on the move with live updates! With the use of your
smartphone or tablet, you can now constantly monitor your child’s school bus, monitor
your partner when you are both away at work and keep an eye on all your family
members and even your pet’s movements. As the expert
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System Requirements:

MINIMUM: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Dual Core 2 GHz or higher Memory: 1 GB
RAM Graphics: DirectX 11-capable GPU Storage: 5 GB available space
RECOMMENDED: Processor: Quad Core 2 GHz or higher Memory: 4 GB RAM
Storage: 8 GB available space VISUAL: Supported Video Cards: NVIDIA GTX 680 &
higher
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